Memorandum of Understanding
between
Wendy Brooks Consulting and Centurion University

1. Parties

This document constitutes a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) for the terms and understanding between Wendy Brooks Consulting and Centurion University to undertake an Employee Exchange for cross cultural and contextual learning in 2016.

2. Background

Wendy Brooks Consulting

Wendy Brooks Consulting (WBC) provides strategic fundraising and philanthropy services. WBC inspires people and organisations to invest their time and resources in ways that contribute to a more equitable and socially just world. WBC helps organisations make strategies and activity plans that match their resources to achieve their goals. The WBC team has extensive experience and networks in the community, commercial and philanthropic sectors that is key to their success and enables fresh perspectives. WBC works collaboratively with organisations and explores new ways to achieve certain visions, bringing passion and energy that provides creative new ideas to enhance worthwhile ventures. Wendy Brooks Consulting has strong relationships within the NFP, business and Tertiary sectors and in particular with Centurion University in the interest to the purpose of this MoU.

Centurion University

Centurion University was established in 2010 with the aspiration of quality education nationally and internationally. Centurion University is the first and only privately managed, multi-sector, state university in Odisha and now has five campuses focusing on bettering livelihoods through employability of marginalised communities of rural and remote areas. Centurion University has been internationally recognised for its unique ability to shape the lives of vulnerable youth from poor communities. With this foundation of success, it is poised to graduate to a new level of process innovation, combining global perspectives with local context.

3. Purpose

The purpose of this Memorandum is to develop a framework for continuing to strengthen the relationship between Wendy Brooks Consulting and Centurion University aimed at achieving their goal of an ongoing and meaningful partnership. WBC and Centurion University support each of the others entities and want to invest their time and resources in ways that contribute to a more equitable and socially just world. Exchange members will experience a wide range of activities, including: sourcing funding; forming partnerships to improve collective impact; and strengthening administration and business systems to improve efficiency, accountability, growth and shared learning.

4. Program of activities
In accordance with the background and purpose described above, both organisations agree to endeavour to support their co-operation for mutual benefit.

The following will take place:

- WBC will endeavour to locate donors for the establishment of Centurion University Learning Labs especially in the fields of Health, Art and Craft, and Indigenous Knowledge Preservation
- Professor Mukti Mishra shall spare his time for WBC when required, to share his knowledge and experience to other WBC clients
- Bidding for GOVT funding for projects and Research
- Explore the possibility of Aboriginal and Torres Straight Island children supported by WBC clients to experience a learning exchange with Centurion University
- A vertical platform would be created to interface with Universities around Australia for field placement in Centurion as part of their Global Citizenship program
- WBC to facilitate visits of Australian Philanthropies or High Net Worth Individuals to India to gain first hand experience of CUTF Model
- Joint efforts to replicate the Model through a channel partner in Geelong or elsewhere depending on funding and interests.

5. Reporting

Wendy Brooks Consulting and Centurion University will evaluate effectiveness and adherence to the agreement. Evaluation will occur during the exchange and after the exchange to track developments and activities.

6. Funding

This Memorandum of Understanding is not a commitment of funds between Wendy Brooks Consulting and Centurion University. It is understood that neither organisation can commit the other to any expenditure, save that from administering this MoU, without the specific written consent of both organisations.

7. Legal status

This Memorandum of Understanding does not create a legal link between the two organisations. Both will maintain their mutual independence, and shall enter in force upon the date of signature of both parties.

8. Duration

This Memorandum of Understanding is at-will and may be modified by mutual consent of authorised officials from Wendy Brooks Consulting and Centurion University. This MoU shall become effective upon signature by the authorised officials from both Wendy Brooks Consulting and Centurion University and will remain in effect until modified or terminated by any of the partners by mutual consent. In the absence of mutual agreement by the authorised officials from Wendy Brooks Consulting and Centurion University this MoU shall end on 31st December 2016.

9. Changes and amendments

This Memorandum of Understanding is valid until Wendy Brooks Consulting or Centurion University proposes changes to it. Each organisation has the right to propose changes or amendments in writing to this Memorandum at anytime. Any changes shall be subject to the consent of both organisations.
10. Termination

This Memorandum of Understanding does not have a fixed expiry date but one party can terminate the MoU at any time by writing to the other party, signifying its intention to withdraw from the terms of the MoU. The denouncement shall become effective three months after the date of receipt of the registered letter informing this decision.

11. Contact information:

Wendy Brooks Consulting:

Mrs Wendy Brooks  
Managing Director  
Wendy Brooks Consulting  
Address: Legacy House, 2/293 Swanston Street Melbourne, VIC 3000 Australia  
Phone number: 0408 145 661  
Email: wendy@wendybrooksconsulting.com.au

Centurion University:

Professor Mukti Mishra  
President  
Centurion University  
Address: Bhubaneswar Campus: Ramachandrapur, P.O- Jatni Bhubaneswar, Odisha 752050 India,  
Phone number: +91 674 235 2867  
Email: mukti.mishra@cutm.ac.in

Mrs Wendy Brooks  
Managing Director  
Wendy Brooks Consulting  

Signature  
Date 18/4/16

Professor Mukti Mishra  
President  
Centurion University  

Signature  
Date 18/04/2016